
Turning viewers into customers



GetShop.TV

We make any video interactive 
Adding callback option in advertising video



38 467 000 
viewers every month

The largest coverage in Europe



How it works: Smart TV



A viewer picks a video



All-roll advertising video 



 We add a button that opens a micro-website with the chosen mechanics 
(a callback, a text message or  an e-mail) with just one click 



A micro-website with detailed information about the product



A micro-website with the form of callback options  
Viewer types in his phone number using the buttons or the arrows on the remote  

 



In the final step, the viewer chooses the most convenient way to 
checkout/book a test drive : either by callback or mobile website



The viewer gets a text message with a link to the  mobile website



An overlay in all-roll advertising video.  
By clicking it the viewer becomes interactive

Data entry screen to receive information 
via email, text message or phone call  

How it works: Web interface



Full control over all metrics in real time



Phone number entry 

Phone call order 

Mobile website order 

Redirection to the mobile website 

Checkout on the mobile website 

Possibility to listen to incoming 
calls in real-time mode 
(stand-alone Telegram channel)

Transition to the micro-website

Conversion actions:



Number of page views on the 
micro-website 

Time spent on the micro-
website 
  
Engagement Rate

 Behavioural:



Coverage:

Number of unique viewers 
 
Number of unique clicks on the 
micro-website 

Number of unique phone 
numbers 
 



Creating 
А new communication channel and 
increasing advertising effectiveness on 
Smart TV through instant involvement 
while the viewer is still engaged

Improving 
Brand metrics such as video/brand 
retention, message understanding 
and intention to interact

Providing 
A tool to check the efficiency of a 
particular business process

The GetShop.TV technology 
provides accurate e-commerce 
metrics to traditional TV 
commercial format, providing 
full analytics on how, when, 
where and how many viewers 
purchase the client’s products 
and finding solutions to the 
following practical problems:



Cases and publications about the company

Auto dealer case, client 
not mentioned

Skoda case

Reebok case

Igor Luts is appointed 
Chairman of the Board of 
Directors at Getshop.tv

http://www.sostav.ru/publication/video-reklama-na-smart-tv-stala-eshche-umnee-22019.html
http://www.likeni.ru/cases/keys-ivi-i-getshop-tv-pogonya-za-effektivnostyu/
http://www.likeni.ru/cases/ivi-i-reebok-ot-televizora-k-zabegu-s-ispytaniyami/
http://www.sostav.ru/publication/igor-lutts-zajmetsya-videoreklamoj-22412.html


�Anna Barinova 
 
CCO 
anna@getshoptv.com 
+7 (926) 785-34–97 
https://www.fb.com/anbarinova

�Sharif Karmo 

COO&Co-founder 
sharif@getshoptv.com 
+7 (916) 660-33–37 
https://www.fb.com/sharifkarmo

�Andrey Grigoriev 
 
CEO & Co-founder 
andrey@getshoptv.com 
+7 (926) 111-83–73 
https://www.fb.com/andrey.promo
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